Chrysler town and country fuel pump location

One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your
Town and Country will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel
pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank
makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is
that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair
and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a
clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad
fuel pump in your Chrysler Town and Country :. One of the most common signs that a fuel
pump is going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is
going out before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you
from getting stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or
accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel
pump can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the
motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not
feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters.
If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter
causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that
the your Town and Country is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the
same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very
challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its
input side and low pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both
sides. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting.
The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a
reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and
can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is
engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can
occur in the Chrysler Town and Country. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are
going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please
leave a comment below. Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators
of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your Town and Country is difficult to start. I have
a Chrysler town and country that I believe the fuel pump is out in. But I want to make sure
before I go to all the trouble removing the tank. Does anybody know where the fuel pressure
test port is? I can't find it on the fuel rail. Rowefast answered 3 years ago. Look on the end of
the fuel rail, and on back on the fuel line running to the fuel rail. If it does not have a Schrader
Valve, then you'll have to tap into the fuel line at a connection. Guru2HM answered 3 years ago.
Let me give you some details, maybe you can help me figure out what I need to do. After the van
sets for a few hours it won't start. If I cycle the key two or thee times before trying to start I can
get it to run. I was thinking that my fuel system is loosing pressure. But I did a fuel pressure
leak down test and everything was in spec. The fuel rail held 58psi for 5min, the fuel pump side
pressure went down just a few psi during the test but still well within the spec in the service
manual. There are no visual leaks anywhere that I can find. I'm hesitant to change the fuel pump
because it seems to be working. When the van runs it is fine, it is just hard starting. Like I said,
the key has to be cycled a few time. At this point I'm wondering it my fuel pump just isn't
running long enough when trying to start. I hear the pump run when the key is cycled, but it
only seems to run for 1 second at most. Then I have to cycle the key to get it to run again.
Starting to think I have a computer problem. Any input or other ideas would be appreciated.
Very observant. Yes your right with the fuel pump, the fuel pressure and bleed down test are
good. There is no problem with the fuel pump or fuel injectors. Could be a computer problem.
What you would have to do is when it does not start is the best time to test, would be to see if
there is fuel injector pulse at the injectors. The ECM may not be firing them off. But it does start
so makes me believe there may be a bad connection somewhere in the fuel injection wiring,
maybe at the ECM. But you would know for sure if you tested at the injector connector with a
noid light to see if there is voltage, a pulse when turning the engine over. There is no pulse,
voltage until you turn the engine over and when the engine is running. You have to be turning
the engine over for testing. Well, I think I got it figured out. There is a fuel relay that is integrated
into the fuse panel circuit under the hood, and The relay is non-serviceable. The only way to fix
the fuel relay is to replace the fuse panel. Turns out there have been some problems with this
model year and make of vehicle and the fuel relay not always making contact. I was able to wire
the fuel pump directly to power when the key is on. Seems to work good now. Now I just have to
wait for an aftermarket fuse panel to come to be available to have it fixed right. Here's how I

figured it out. GuruZ77BW answered 3 years ago. There is a dealer wiring harness that is part of
a recall. The harness bypasses the relay and adds it externally. About Jeremy answered 3 years
ago. GuruVGJ21 answered 2 years ago. Does anybody know where the fuel pressure t Could it
be a bad relay switch or is my transmission going out completely? How to replace my input
speed sensor on my Chrysler town and country. My track light show up in the dash and when
this light is on I can't drive the vehicle because I can't move to reverse or drive Any idea how to
get rid of that light? Fast forward fuel pump died, I replaced it and now fuel pump is staying on
when switch is off. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. The fuel pump relay is faulty. We have had issues with the vehicle stalling out while
driving. Once almost causing an accident. My mechanic said this is an issue with this vehicle.
This is the same set up as the Jeep grand cherokee and there was a recall issued for that. We
took the vehicle to a mechanic and the parts to replace the relay are not available. We do not
feel safe to drive the vehicle any more. I believe there should be a recall issued for the safety of
owners. My wife was pulling out into traffic when the van completely stalled out while oncoming
traffic was approaching. Luckily, she was able to manuver into a turn lane to avoid a collision.
We've also had numerous times that it would glitch out while driving but not stall. The vehicle
does not consistently start and has a chance of failure when in operation. I have the vehicle in a
shop and it has been diagnosed as a fuel pump relay that is not consistently receiving power.
This has been a well known issue within the tipm system but no recalls are open on this specific
vehicle. Vehicle is experiencing intermittent dead batteries and no start issues. Had vehicle shut
down while driving as well to fuel pump shutting down. After diagnostic found the fuel pump
was staying on after key was removed killing the battery. This is an issue with a bad tipm
module that had been under a recall on the previous years town and country. Called the dealer
today ans was told on there were no open recalls on my specific VIN. Fuel pump relay is stuck
resulting in continuous pump running causing dead battery overnight and vehicle not starting.
My van is not starting right away as it usually does. Had I been on the road would have caused a
accident. The throttle light is on at the start, first it was the oil light. Had some mechanics say
fuel pump but then read it is a fuse issue with the throttle. Fuel pump relay inside the tipm
failed, causing car to stall while in motion with loss of power steering and power brakes. If this
happened at highway speeds it could result in a crash. Suggested internet fixes involve
bypassing the fuel pump relay with a jumper that could result in fire. In starting van, engine was
turning over when key turned but not to the point of running. After attempts it would crank and
also sputtered in between attempts. Car was stationary. This was a sudden onset of symptoms
that happened on vacation. Recogniing we had additional days on our trip plus the ride home, I
took to local repair shop. In route, it sputtered like it wanted to quit. The diagnosis was fuel
pump and fuel pump relay failed pressure test and diagnosis. I then learn by searching that
vans have been recalled for same issues. With a return home interstate trip of miles, I thankful I
had repaired now reading what has happened with the related accidents and problems. My car
has been out of commission for about 2 months off and on. The auto shop that I send it to has
replaced the fuel pump 4 times before zeroing in on the problem which apparently is the tipum,
an electronic piece. After doing research on the internet, there is a recall on this piece for issues
involving the fuel pump stoping operation while the vehicle is running. This recall does not
effect my car, but this exact problem is affecting my car. I'm wondering what's going on there
and if there have been other reports of this. Thanks for your time, leonard dalton leonarddalton
outlook. Com Van began having trouble starting up at around , miles. The issue was intermittent
until a week ago. While the vehicle was stationary, the vehicle wouldn't crank. The fuel pump
will not engage and start the vehicle. My battery is good and when we bypassed the tipm, the
vehicle cranks properly. This is an indication that the tipm is faulty. This a definite hazard
because the fuel pump continues to run even while everything is turned off. Lights sensor
would activate lights without input from remote or driver. Then the lights stopped sensing when
to change and has to be activated in manual. Vehicle windows would not remain up and locked
when manually inputted to do so or activated to do so with remote. Interior lights would
randomly switch on and run the battery dead. This resulted in many jumpstarts. Vehicle began
to use fuel like This increased when the family needs to drive increased to almost Vehicle would
not accelerate on an incline would stay at 30 mph despite you pressing the gas and it woul rev.
Vehicle would deaccrate and accelerate on its own merit, one could press the gas and it

wouldn't increase going up an incline causing any to maneuver around you to avoid collision
and the it would accelerate on its own merit. Vehicle lift gate would not remain locked when
secured whether by remote or manual. Lift gate also stopped sensing and has almost locked my
small disabled a children in between where it closes. Vehicle lights would stop working with
sensing in the auto mode. Have to manually use them then internal lights would come in and kill
the battery. The signals in the dash had major malfunctions you would get the airbag, check
engine and various lights intermittently flashing. The driver side seat would not work as you
change a fuse it would blow. The passenger doors would not lock with remote input or manual
lock door can open when driving. Rear windows would open on their own merit usually causing
animal to get in. The car fuel pump would not stop running until the battery died or the terminal
was removed. The screen said display is hot. Fuel pump won't turn off after turning engine off.
Drains battery completely. Tipm is to blame. Read the other comments or look into the lawsuits.
This affects all Chrysler vehicles with the pentastar enigne. Tipm failure, faulty fuel pump relay.
Car cranks but will not start. Fuel pump replaced and same issue occurs. Van battery is dead
every morning. Fuel pump countinously runs even after van is turned off. Sometimes stales
while driving. Very dangerous especially with our children in the van. When trying to start my
van all the dash lights come on but the van will not start and the etc light comes on. There is a
clicking sound in the fuse box and the brake lights do not light up when the pedal is pushed.
Took it to the mechanic who stated there is a problem with the fuel pump. For weeks car would
not start in the mornings before work or after being parked for several hours. Car cranks but not
start until after several tries of turning would start to run then shut off after a minute then would
start after a few times of stalling or turning off. Car has had difficulty accelerating and has
stalled on major streets and highways and I have required roadside assistance on three
occasions in the last two weeks concerning this issue that I have taken my vehicle to three
different mechanics and all say the fuel pump relay and one said possibly the fuel pump or fuel
pump relay and there is a history of this issue with this vehicle and there have been recalls in
concerning the same issue and part the fuel pump relay, however there has been no recall for
the town and country yet the Jeep grand cherokee and Dodge ram already offered recalls for the
same issue and year. I purchased my vehicle in March of for the purposes of transporting 2
disabled family members. First, check engine light was coming on and stated that the
crankshaft sensor we're not working. When I would drive while driving my vehicle would just
shut off I feared getting hit by other vehicles. Then the fuel pump relay would stay on after
shutting vehicle off until it would drain the battery. After, now my vehicle cranks but doesn't
start at all. This is a hazard and dangerous what I am afraid of is that this is a common issue
with these vehicles and the issue has not been looked at by the proper department or authority.
I also brought this issue to Chrysler where I purchased the vehicle and they said they can not
assist with the issue and no recalls have been put in place my vehicle has been parked for 5
months now. Sometimes will start, run, then die. After multiple attempts, will finally start, stay
running. Known issue across multiple fca models and years. Can progress to failure while going
down the road. I view this as a safety issue worthy of a vehicle safety recall and find it
reprehensible that despite all of reports regarding failure, no recall has been issued. This
vehicle quit while driving but was able to restart and drive to a parking spot and now wont
restart do to failed tipm thoroughly integrated power module failure to supply power to fuel
pump. Car won't start at times, after awhile finally starts, fuel pump will continuously run after
car is off. Gets worse with cold weather. It did it a few times after we bought it but we lived in
florida and didn't happen again. We moved to tennessee and now its constantly messing up. We
replaced the battery and also the electrical body control throttle. Thinking that was it. Later to
find out that it maybe the fuel relay. And that Dodge durango and Jeep and another vehicle was
recalled for this same issue and yet Chrysler has not recalled the town and country. The tipm on
my vehicle has gone bad and the fuel pump is not working properly, wont start, etc. All the tipm
problems you read about in the other complaints. This vehicle has a 3. It makes no sense that
this chrylser town and country would not have a recall as well. Explain that to me!. I have been
having years of problems with this vehicle. More recently, the vehicle kept having to get jump
started every morning for about 2 weeks until finally it wouldn't turn over at all. I have replaced
the battery 3 times, the alternator twice the first time after the vehicle stalling out on a major
highway a long way from home , the fuel pump was just replaced, and then I find out from the
garage that changed the fuel pump that the tipm needs to be replaced. I am now currently
waiting for a new tipm from the dealership. I have been without a vehicle for 3 weeks now as
this part is on back order. This vehicle has cost me thousands of dollars in the short time I have
owned it and has been very unreliable for me and my family, including 3 children. All sorts of
electrical issues. Passenger side rear door slides open randomly when starting car or unlocking
doors. Tailgate opens randomly the same way. Tailgate has opened when car was put in reverse

to back up. Passenger rear door no longer locks. If car is locked and alarm enabled, that door
will still open and alarm goes off. Fuel pump comes on when car is turned off, draining battery
and damaging fuel pump. Fuel pump shut off while driving down road, and also while sitting at
red light, causing car to turn off. Replaced oil sensors, fuel pump, crankshaft sensor; had house
of voltage and circuit tests done on vehicle trying to determine root of electrical problems. After
9 months of trying to figure out what is wrong with vehicle and pouring money into it, finally
discovered that faulty fuel relays in tipm were common in Dodge from Some models were
issued a recall, but not the Chrysler town and country. Repairing tipms is pricey. Fuel pump
issue is now solved but all other electrical issues remain with doors and tailgate. Heater has
also randomly turned on. A month after we bought it stop running would start do anything its
been just sitting int he yard since we checked fuel pump put new one in nope that wasn't it we
have checked everything. Now our friend hins its the head gasketim sorry but we just gotthe
van in July to only drive it for 2weeks can you help. The tpim is malfunctioning which is not
allowing my fuel pump to work. The car would turn over but not start until I tried several times.
Now it does not work at all and had to be towed. My mechanic I'm not able to fix this because
the part is back ordered including a part to bypass the issue. For the last 18 months I have had
to take out my battery every time I turn off my vehicle in order to prevent the battery from dying
because the fuel pump relay keeps running when I turn of the car. As a result of the fuel pump
relay system not ever turning off when I turn the key to turn the car off, my battery is drained
within minutes and the car fails to start until I am able to wait for the tow service to arrive and
jumpstart my car. The car also about a week ago just shut off while I was still driving it. This is
very concerning for me. I have 2 young children diagnosed with autism and both have history of
seizures and this car is unreliable. I have paid thousands of dollars to repair battery and have
this car towed until finally learning what the true problem with the vehicle has been. Fuel pump
relay prematurely fails inside the total integrated power module tipm causing loss of control
while driving. The fuel relay fuse is not replaceable as it is hard wired inside the tipm. Tipm fuel
issues. Why is there not a recall on this issue? Why has been addressed and repaired? I dont
have For a new fuse box. And just about every thing to keep the vehicle running is new. The fuel
pump, the fuel filter, the power steering pump water pump tcm , the crankshaft sensor all are
new with spark plugs wires and tune up. I am ask you to replace this for free or give me another
vehicle at no cost. My vehicle is fully paid for and I don't want to hear that it is due to age. There
are many vehicles with this same issue with less mile. Faulty fuel pump relay the vehicle will
shut off while driving and it will stay on while key is off and kill battery. Fuel pump relay gave
out and unlike the durango and grand cherokee it's not on recall it's also dollar part that they
know is bad, it stopped working for me on the highway had to coast to the icy shoulder and
slipped into the ditch almost flipped because since the engine wasn't on neither was the power
steering. Since purchase, the vehicle has had multiple erratic no starts, caution lights
illuminate, wipers activate, horn sound off, and an array of other electrical bugs. After taking the
vehicle to the dealership multiple times with could not duplicate actions, I was told that the floor
mat was sticking under the pedal contacting a sensor causing the no start issues, which is
documented on their service report. Since then, we have dealt with the issues as they were
sporadic. Now, the no start condition has led to the replacement of the tipm unit as well as 2
fuel pumps. It was towed today for the same faulty conditions that led to the expensive repairs.
While we have had issues with intermittent electrical bugs while moving, the majority of our
issues have involved no movement as the most common issue is the no start condition. My
vehicle has been in the shop the last 3 weeks, required two tows, and is continuously burning
up fuel pumps. I am concerned that I have another faulty tipm module causing damage to my
vehicle, which has decreased the reliability. All of my receipts are in the glove box of the vehicle
which is sitting at the dealership, so I cannot upload the documents showing the repairs right
now. So I then went and replaced the battery the car was working for a good couple of days and
started back acting up. Took it to a shop and they said rhe fuel pump was still on while the car
was off due to a relay in the power module so they said they will be able to just fix it but when
trying to order the piece they said that was not possible due to its been a recall on the till which
is the totally integrated power module but just not on my vehicle and it's not possible to change
the relay because they have it attached to the power module and this is something that happen
with the maufacuter so you will have to contact them so they can help you with it. But now I'm
afraid to drive it because it keeps and sometimes just caught right off anywhere due to the
totally integrated power module. Fuel pump has a leak at the top on the plastic line. On Friday
morning, my wife went to start the van but none of the lights turned on. After checking the
voltage of the battery, we found that it was completely drained. The night before, she heard a
humming noise coming from the rear of the vehicle after the van was off. We were able to jump
the van to get it started. Once it started, it ran great. The next day, we tried to start it again but

this time the engine struggled to start. It took a couple of tries before we got it started. Jumping
the engine did not have positive results. We decided to take it to our auto mechanic and he
diagnosed a faulty fuel pump relay. He found that faulty fuel relays are very common in
vehicles, but Jeep grand cherokee and Dodge durangos were the only vehicles recalled and
fitted with an external relay. I am submitting this complaint in hopes of issuing a recall for all
vehicles affected, more specifically, the Chrysler town and country. Below is a link to a website
designed specifically for this issue. Read more Van was having a hard time starting. Then one
night I heard a humming noise when the car was off. Didn't know what it was. Charged the
battery and got it to start. When starting we have to turn it to the on then off position a few times
before I could get it to work. When I hear the humming of the fuel pump that is running when the
key is out, I can put key in and turn it to on and off a few times and get it to stop. My shop said
the tipm needed to be replaced. It is recalled on other vehicles but not our van. We should be
paying for repairs for this when the same part has been recalled for other vehicles! I hope the
company will do the right thing and fix this broken part for all vehicles they used it in!. My
vehicle will stop after I have finished driving it. This has happened quite frequently. I will have to
jump start my battery and then the engine will start. It usually happens when the car has been
sitting overnight or for longer periods of time meaning over 6 hours. I have already replaced the
battery and took the car to a mechanic. The mechanic said it a big problem with Chrysler town
and county. The fuel pump relay is not working right and causing my battery to drain or not
start. He said there are recalls for very similar cars and models, but checked my VIN and it was
not on my vehicle. I need to the company to look into this as this seems like a problem that
could have been prevented. This could be dangerous if the car stops on its own while driving.
Car Problems. Other Fuel System problems. Other Fuel System Tank Assembly problems. Other
Fuel System Fuel Gauge problems. Other Fuel System Tank Mounting problems. Other Fuel
System Storage problems. Gas Tank Strap problems. Paul answered 5 years ago. The fuel pump
and fuel filter is located in the gas tank and the fuel filter does no need to be changed. On some
models not many there is a fuel filter located on the bottom of the car along the drivers side of
the car. If there is one make sure you relieve the pressure in the system before removing the
filter. The filter and fuel pump in the tank should be changed when the car reaches about ,
miles.. Thank you. The filter was my biggest question. While looking for the parts no one
showed a filter. Thanks again. Phil answered 3 years ago. Roger answered 3 years ago. We had
some electronic work done on the accelerator and after leaving the shop the radio works but
changes station every Hello so front left 16inch rim on van got black dust while others are still
clean so is that mean it need new brake pads or not anybody know? And is this model 4 wheel
disc brakes or not? Will not h The airbag light while driving will chime on for about a minute
then turn off. After about 30 seconds to another minute it will chime back on. This only happens
wh I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Best Answer Mark helpful.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. No, I didn't do that. Will now
though! I replaced the battery today. It got me home and then decided it didn't want to start
again. A mechanic told me that I probably have a pressure leak. Got it looked at and that was
not the case. I'm going to do what you suggested and have the alternator
htc 626 phone
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tested tomorrow. Thank you for your help! Ricky answered 3 years ago. Guru5W2V3 answered
3 years ago. GuruVK answered 2 years ago. GuruH62HP answered about a year ago. I turned my
car off and it wouldn't start back up. It would turn over, and sometimes it starts and shut right
back off. How can the power outlet in the console be converted to being switched off with the
ignition key? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the fuel cut off switch located?
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.

